®

NetFormula Labware.
Simply efficient formulating.

Platform independent R&D-Software
with integrated data support.

C REATIVITY.

K NOWLEDGE .

Capacity for new ideas.

Securing your project’s success.

NetFormula® Labware makes your laboratory work
more efficient. Since, as of now, the search for formulas,
substance data sheets and INCIs – in the worst case in
dozens of folders – is a thing of the past. NetFormula®
Labware disposes of all relevant information pertaining to this, thus ensuring a decisive head start.
Are you in search of a professional basis upon which
you can successfully plan, steer and document your
daily laboratory workload? The databases for substances,
INCIs, formulations, or suppliers that have already
been integrated can, in addition, be administrated
centrally if the need exists, and can effortlessly be
interfaced with the in-house knowledge-base.
For this purpose NetFormula® Labware is based on
the well-known Windows-standards and an intuitively
designed menu prompt. Minimal familiarization time
and high productivity are the logical consequences
thereof.


®

Labware for net assisted formulating

The current stage of development, together with all
relevant information, can be accessed at all times. A
knowledge head-start that other departments such as
Marketing and Sales also benefit from. Thus you save
time and money and gain capacities for your actual work:

The development of new ideas.






workflow based supervision of the formulation
orders through a tracking schedule
concurrent calculation
integrated reporting to the central information
board for hazardous goods (GIZ)
complaint management

Integrated Quality Assurance.





handling and controlling of order of measuring
sample-batch production
management of quality control plans and certificates
stability tests and stress test of preservatives

Optimal Data Management.














extensive management of raw materials including
declaration details and specifications of/from
producers and suppliers
multi level search, filter and report functions
comparison and versioning of formulations
declaration files with modification service
compliance calculation according to NaTrue
INCI-Inventory with automatic update service
phase oriented manufacturing instructions
management of hazardous substances
electronic document management and archive
contact management with project and task
management (optional)
bidirectional interfaces to ERPs
multilingual cross linking of various sites

R ESPONSIBILITY.

H EAD

Simple compilation of dossiers.

Leading edge technology.





printouts of complete EU-Dossiers with preview
individual report layout
export into PDF, EXCEL, XML and HTML



START.

platform independent JAVA based ECLIPSERichClient (for Microsoft® Windows®, other
operating systems on request)



OR-mapper connecting to SQL data bases for
high-performance single or multiple user installations



data server for web based data updates

Focussing on solutions:
NetFormula® Labware.

Innovation and dynamics, flexibility and globalisation,
quality and customer orientation – the factors that
distinguish your company, must be supported by
your software in a manner that is future-proof
and platform independent.

Quick. Transparent. Reliable.

Were we able to gain your interest?
We would be happy to advise you, without obligation.
Feel free to contact us!

Ergonomic user interface.






traceability of all user actions (audit trail)
according to GMP
cross reference of all data
user rights based on roles
user specific management of favorites and
session history
customer specific adaption of field names
and dialogues
arbitrary number of simultaneously open
data records





+800 / NETFORMULA
www.netformula.info

The foundation for your success.
Directly at the beginning of the processing of a
new product, NetFormula® Labware creates both
solid and intelligent structures, which gives your
entire company a decisive advantage.
A competitive advantage that you should not
be without.
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